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THE PROBLEM

 Your Are Digital Marketing Specialist . You 
need create different post  for digitalized the 
client work.

So what you do ?

1) Create Content writing Separately.
2) Background Separately .
3) Then Combine by add text to 

background

So it take a lot time  ! 



MY SOLUTION 

User Input

  GPT-4 Turbo

Dalle -e - 3

Content

Image

Custom Function Using 
Pillow Library which do :

              Content   

                     +

                  Image 

                      = 

                   Post  
         



HOW APP LOOK LIke

There is input box for to write prompt.

There are three buttons .

1) Generate (for prompt generation)

2) Clear (for Clear text field)

3) Regenerate (regenerate same 

prompt)



DEMO OF APP

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6xHkoCJQyE


Example#1

I write prompt on text field 
and click on Generate button. 

Let see what is the output  ! 



Output of Example #1

It Generate content for post.You can used it 
for post  as text



Output of Example #1

It give image for text if you want to
 used text and image separately .
 You can download this image
And you can used it on linkedin 
with text and image separately.



Output of Example #1

It give the image with  text . 
You can post it on 
instagram and facebook . 
You can download this 
image and   used it  
according to your need.



Conclusion

      
                In conclusion , Personalized Digital Materia Makingl App help you to 
create any kind of post.For example you want the pictures of different weather 
with quotation so this app make quotation and image and also put this 
quotation on image . Similarly you can create any kind of job post . This help to 
create post for linkedin , facebook , instagram , whatsapp fastly . It save a lot of 
time of user to think and create post and combine . This amazing app help 
digital marketing specialist , business owners person , For school owner person 
to save time  grow their business Fast and smoothly. 

Here is app link :  Personalize Digital Material Making App

Here is the code : Click here

https://personalizeddigitalmaterialapp-73txjpxggst2yi8hcaqzir.streamlit.app/
https://github.com/MuhammadMudassirRaza12345/personalized_digital_material_app/tree/main

